Case Study: DSM Demolition Ltd
Eque2 EVision
DSM Demolition Ltd, one of the UK’s leading
demolition and decommissioning companies
established in 1988, has been using Eque2
construction management solutions since 2005 to
integrate business activities and manage core financial
and project data.
Scalable Solution:

other ERP solution providers we reviewed
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software in 2005, but as the company
grew over the years to now having a

Customer Requirements:

turnover of £45m, and part of a Group
with a £100m turnover, they required
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a new solution that could cope with

with the ability to create more complex

this increase. DSM Demolition once
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their clients. Aaron commented: “EVision

software solution and found Eque2’s

now houses all our core financial data,

ERP solution, EVision, was just what they

and as it is easy to navigate and find the
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information we need, it has helped us
meet our customers’ requirements for

With great ambitions to grow the business

detailed reporting and in-depth analysis

and double Group turnover in the next

of profits. We are also able to drill down

few years, it was clear that the company

into the data and review contracts

needed a solution that provided them

and segment by types of clients”. The

with scalability they required. As EVision

company are looking to further expand

is built on Microsoft Dynamic NAV, not

their reporting capabilities with the use of

Established in 1988, DSM
Demolition offers extensive
specialist services nationally
and internationally, ranging
from credit jobs to multi
million pound projects
through a well established
and valued client base

only does it benefit from continuous
investments in research and development,
it also provides customers with security
knowing that the software is future-proof
and can cope with increases in business
activities, data and processes.
Aaron Jarvis, Associate Director of
Finance at DSM Demolition commented:
“Having worked with Eque2 since 2005,

“Having worked with Eque2 since 2005, we
felt reassured that we would get the assistance
and support we required when moving
solutions.”

we felt reassured that we would get the
assistance and support we required when
moving solutions. In addition, having
looked at the market, Eque2 is more

Aaron Jarvis
Associate Director of Finance at DSM Demolition

established and secure in comparison to
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Jet Reports, a flexible reporting tool allowing you to create
bespoke reports, to pull in data from other areas of the
business helping them make better informed decisions.
DSM Demolition have also seen significant time savings
provided by EVision. They found that with the improved
visibility of information, having all information stored in one
system, and the easy to navigate solution, their auditing
process saved time in some areas and will continue next
year.

Implementation

“EVision now houses all our

core financial data, and as it
is easy to navigate and find
the information we need,
it has helped us meet our
customers’ requirements for
detailed reporting and indepth analysis of profits.”

Aaron also commented: “During the implementation process,
we realised the importance of working with a consultant that
understands your objectives and requirements. The training
consultant we worked with went above and beyond to meet
our needs and help us. As we were on a tight deadline,

Aaron Jarvis
Associate Director of Finance at DSM
Demolition

the consultant’s understanding of this helped us greatly in
achieving a successful implementation on time.”
Eque2 take pride in being able to support long serving
customers with our construction management software
solutions as they continue to grow and help them meet their
business aspirations.

Find out more
For more information on DSM Demolition Ltd, visit: http://
www.dsmdemolitiongroup.co.uk/
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